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•  Next-level safety that includes StableClimb flight attitude recovery 
    and terrain pull-up
•  Unmatched reduction of pilot work load and fatigue
•  Improves mission efficiency and productivity
•  Intuitive operation
•  Hands-off, feet-off flight modes 
•  Most capable and cost-effective
•  Designed with retrofit in mind
•  Worldwide industry leading service

Discover the 
Benefits of a 
100% TRUE 
AUTOPILOT

This innovative system not only meets the strictest certification requirements 
but also exceeds the expectations of demanding operators while launching 
the AS350/ H125 into a new era of performance and safety.

Until now, TRUE AutoPilots were too complex and expensive for light helicopters. A 
recent revolution in actuator design has enabled the application of this performance 
enhancing equipment into AS350 and H125 helicopters by integrating the AutoPilot 
computers into the actuators, eliminating extra parts while saving weight and space. 

With unparalleled 4-axis control of the pitch, roll, yaw, and collective, 
StableLight is the only AutoPilot retrofit that provides Transport Category 
levels of stability and performance without the Transport Category price tag.

STABLELIGHT
The TRUE AUTOPILOT for light helicopter professionals
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Availability:
The FAA STC is expected early 2023 with EASA and Transport Canada validation soon after.

PERFORMANCE
From take-off to landing, StableLight's 
stability augmentation and attitude 
retention functions are effective at all 
times, working transparently for the pilot 
and without feedback to the control 
sticks. In hazardous environments and 
different levels of mission complexity, its 
exclusive advanced upper modes offer 
incomparable aircraft precision and pilot 
workload reduction, helping get the job 
done more efficiently, quickly, and safely.

EXPERIENCE
Designed with a strong focus on safety, 
StableLight offers unique features like 
StableClimb Flight Attitude Recovery, 
Terrain Pull-Up, and Go-Around. These 
safety functions help mitigate in-flight 
risks such as Spatial Disorientation, 
Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT), and 
Inadvertent Instrument Meteorological 
Conditions (IIMC). The transparent stabili-
zation functions reduce pilot fatigue. 

SAFETY
Designed to be easy to use while placing 
multiple new capabilities at the pilot’s 
fingertips, StableLight provides an 
unmatchable Hands-On and Hands-Off 
piloting experience and the best-aug-
mented flight control capabilities available 
on the light helicopter market. This 
cutting-edge solution gives the pilot the 
freedom to focus on the mission while 
providing a superior experience for both 
the crew and passengers.



Helicopters@StandardAero.com 
1.236.688.1934
CONTACT YOUR REGIONAL SALES MANAGER

Follow StandardAero:

CLICK HERE TO START YOUR TRUE AUTOPILOT EXPERIENCE.
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http://standardaero.com/Portals/0/Documents/Heli/StandardAero%20-%20Meet%20the%20Heli%20Team.pdf
https://go.standardaero.com/The-TRUE-Helicopter-AutoPilot-Advantages
https://www.facebook.com/StandardAero
https://www.linkedin.com/company/standardaero/
https://twitter.com/standardaero/
https://www.youtube.com/user/Standardaero1
https://onboard.thalesgroup.com/tag/standardaero/
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